Zscaler Appoints James Cater as Vice President and General Manager of EMEA
June 20, 2019
Industry veteran to help expand Zscaler business and partnerships across EMEA
SAN JOSE, Calif.--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Jun. 20, 2019-- Zscaler, Inc., the leader in cloud security, has appointed James Cater as Vice President and
General Manager for the EMEA region. With more than 25 years of experience in security, Cater will lead Zscaler’s business across the region,
including adding and expanding relationships with local and regional partners.
“James’ deep knowledge of the region and market, combined with his track record of guiding and managing fast-moving companies, puts him in a
strong position to drive growth in EMEA,” said Jay Chaudhry, CEO, Chairman and Founder of Zscaler. “He has demonstrated tremendous success in
leading high-performing teams, and we are thrilled to have him join us.”
Cater joins Zscaler following his years at NetScout and, prior to that, Tata Communications, where he built and scaled these companies’ organizations
in Europe, the Middle East, and Africa.
“The world’s leading organizations are moving their applications out of their traditional data centers and into the cloud. They now realize that they have
to move their security infrastructure, which protects access to those applications, to the cloud as part of their long-term digitization strategy,” said
James Cater, Vice President and General Manager, Zscaler EMEA. “Zscaler’s growth in the enterprise market is due to their commitment to their
customers’ success, and I am delighted to join Zscaler to help customers gain immediate value as they look to a solution built for the cloud to enable
their secure transformation.”
James Cater studied Computer Science at Portsmouth University, UK, and has developed his leadership skills at the Institute of Directors (IOD),
Cranfield University, Institute of Management Development (IMD), Tuck School of Business, and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT).
About Zscaler
Zscaler (NASDAQ: ZS) enables the world’s leading organizations to securely transform their networks and applications for a mobile and cloud-first
world. Its flagship services, Zscaler Internet Access™ and Zscaler Private Access™, create fast, secure connections between users and applications,
regardless of device, location, or network. Zscaler services are 100 percent cloud-delivered and offer the simplicity, enhanced security, and improved
user experience that traditional appliances are unable to match. Used in more than 185 countries, Zscaler operates a multi-tenant distributed cloud
security platform, protecting thousands of customers from cyberattacks and data loss. Learn more at zscaler.com or follow us on Twitter @zscaler.
Zscaler™, Zscaler Internet Access™, and Zscaler Private Access™, ZIA™ and ZPA™ are either (i) registered trademarks or service marks or (ii)
trademarks or service marks of Zscaler, Inc. in the United States and/or other countries. Any other trademarks are the properties of their respective
owners.
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